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(Black screen)
(Music begins to slowly fade in, of which is slightly distorted at first, but becomes more clear over time)

Music
(A portion of Bobby Darin’s “Beyond the Sea”)

“...I'd go sailin'”

“It's far beyond a star”
“It's near beyond the moon”

“I know beyond a doubt “
(Becomes normal, but sounds like it’s being played over a nearby radio, thus not the best of quality)

“My heart will lead me there soon”

“We'll meet beyond the shore...”
(Black screen begins to fade to the sight of light orbs rushing by on both the left and right sides of the field of view)

(Screen briefly flashes bright white as the view is fully revealed to the player, which has them situated in a
left side seat on passenger car of a high speed train, of which just exited out of a dark tunnel, has you

as its only passenger, and bears the following logo across the back of each seat)

Train PA System
(Series of ding sounds, which cut off the music)

(Short pause as the train fully exits the tunnel, with the view outside being mostly
a vast prairie and the sight of what appears to be a spaceport like facility far off in the

distance and to the left somewhat, along with a “naked” moon just above it)

(Meanwhile, the player’s camera is seen slowly moving about, as if they had just woken up from a nap)

(Note: The player can slightly move the camera around, in a rubber band effect,
but full movement is still computer controlled, at this point)

(Camera briefly turns its full sights towards the view outside the train, as if to recognize what caused the wake up.
Also during this time, a dull reflection of the character’s face can be seen in the train car’s window, of which is

that of a Caucasian woman who “looks” to be in her mid-thirties, with slightly graying brunette hair, and blue eyes)

(Camera then slowly turns downward, exposing the lap of the character, of which is
clothed in the business formal attire of a woman, and a newspaper lying across it)

(Short pause is observed as images throughout the newspaper’s front page are seen cycling, making
it clear it is composed of much more than just paper.  Also, the notable headlines include:

(Main headline) “Building Bridges - Rumors spread of a major breakthrough from the Olympus Summits”
“Synthetic Sympathizers - Protesters March against Humanity’s dealings with Zero One”

“A Shepherd’s Hand - The Ever Growing Legacy of Eleanor Lamb”
“Ides of April - The Sinking of the Unsinkable, and the loss of a Statesman”

(The date can also been seen as April 15th, 2070)

(Sound of a train car door opening is heard in the background)
Unknown Male Voice (From behind, at the end of the car)

”My apologies Ambassador.”
(Walks into frame, just ahead on the right side, within the car’s middle walk way)

(Looks directly at you)
(Nearly out of breath)

”So sorry (tilts head down slightly)... Miss Lamb.”



Eleanor
(Similar voice, a British accent, to the one heard from

the recording at the end of the main game)

(Still waking up)
“Y-yes?, (looks around slightly, then directly towards the man in the aisle)...”

(More awake and confident) ...Yes?”

Unknown Man (Asian, dressed in a navy blue suit)
(Slight smirk)

“Sleeping again, are we?”

Eleanor
“Oh, (slightly looks around again)... (slight chuckle) just a slight doze.”

(One last round of waking up sounds)
”What’s up?...”

Unknown Man
“Unfortunately (looks out the window), a delay, by the looks of it.”

(Note: Player has complete control over the camera now)

Looking outside, as well, you notice the train has nearly halved its speed as it appears to
switch tracks, with the main line you are now pulling away from being seen draped in all kinds

of construction equipment, all of which is automated and bear the following logo:

Continuing to look over the sight, you also spot two lonely workers within it, a man and a woman
off in the distance, with both them and the construction operation quickly passing out of sight seconds later.

(For returning players and veterans of BioShock Infinite, these two may be familiar looking)

Eleanor
“Oh... huh...”

Unknown Man
“No worries though, the detour has been made fully aware to both Apollo and Mr. Maxson,

with the appropriate measures adjusted accordingly.”

Eleanor
”(Soft) Right... (normal and more confident)... Right, thank you, Dax.”

Dax
(Nods, then walks back to the end of the car)

Eleanor
(Short pause)

“(Softly) No worries...”



Alone again, you continue to watch as the train proceeds down the alternate route
to the spaceport, of which passes through an even more barren section of the prairie,

with several other construction operations observable in the distance.  And after a couple
of moments, the sight of dug up dirt and partially constructed foundations is what dominates

the view, all of which is engulfed in clusters of more autonomous machinery.

(Note: During this time, the player still has complete control over the camera, thus allowing
them to look outside and read the newspaper that was briefly seen before at their leisure)

More moments pass, and as the construction gets
more and more dense, one last symbol comes into view along a nearby

construction sign, just before the train enters into yet another tunnel.

Now thrown back into darkness, you are left with only the dull lights inside the
car’s cabin and those seen rushing by outside along the tunnel’s walls.

(Note: Though a short sequence, a brief rise in illumination, akin to what Luna’s Light did during the main
game, can be seen overall, and if the player turns the camera back towards the nearby window, a dull

reflection of two blue orbs can be seen where Eleanor’s eyes are located)

Train PA System
(Another series of dings)

Seconds later, you then observe the intervals between each orb of light
passing by outside begin to lengthy, as the train proceeds to slow down, followed
by normal light levels returning, with the train seen passing into a more massive

interior structure shortly thereafter.

Lined with other tracks that stretch off into the distance, the space is undoubtedly the
station for the spaceport, however, you find the tracks on both your left and right sides to be

completely void of activity and quite degraded in condition, with only a lonely engine, of which
appears quite old in design and age, as well, occupying the farthest track on the left side.

Coming to a stop moments later, you at last rise from your seat and walk towards the
forward end of the car (Note: The player can exit from either end of the car), and as you
reach it, you find Dax already waiting outside on the station platform, with several pieces

of baggage, both in hand and tow.

Dax
“(Slight chuckle mixed in) My apologies again for the hospitality.”

Eleanor
(While stepping off the train)

“Oh, it’s quite alright.  I’ve always had an appreciation for the... antiquated.”

Dax
(Slight smirk, with a hint of puzzlement)



Following Dax’s lead (though, the player can go at whatever pace they want), you begin to walk down
the remainder of the station platform, at which time you also notice you were the only passenger to

disembark, if not the only passenger on the train to begin with, aside from Dax.

Nearing a set of stairs and escalators, of which are not active, you notice what looks like natural
light pouring down from it, and as you look upwards towards the next level it grants access to, see

what must be the newer, or at least restored section of the station/spaceport.

You also hear the dull sounds of what seems to be of a crowd up above.

Dax
(When you both reach the foot of the stairs and begin to walk up)

“Seems your fans await, no matter what comes to pass.”

Eleanor
(Slight chuckle)

(Short pause as you near the top, which has the field of view
flash to bright white as it transitions into the full glow of

natural light that illuminates the upper level)

“If only...”

Passing through the veil of natural light, your eyes adjust,
giving way to the more modern concourse of the spaceport.

However, as the view becomes more clear, you find what stands between you and the rest of
the concourse in the distance is a sizable cluster of civilians who appear to be protesting, with the
only things keeping them at bay being numerous armed guards (with Norm insignia patches) that
are blocking off a narrow path for you to use to gain access to where you are ultimately heading.

All shouting/speaking at once, individual messages are mostly inaudible, though as you
get closer to one of the walls of protesters, some of what they have to say gets through (only

heard if player gets close enough, otherwise, they can just pass on through).

(Just some of what can be heard)
“Martian whore!”

“Synthetic Sympathizer!”
“Big Red is dead!”

“Zero One is no one!”
“Forfeiting flesh, forfeits life!”

(Signs with similar messages can also be seen, with some being graphic/disturbing depictions
of the concept of “Uploading” and what they think Lamb and Zero One are trying to accomplish)

Making your way through the bulk of the protesters moments later, you at last reach the area of the
spaceport that bears the following signage (not as up-kept looking as everything else around it):



G A T E   A

Isolated from the protesters by a temporary metal wall that has
been erected by the guards, you approach the small doorway

within it that allows access to the departure area itself.

Unknown Female Guard
(As you reach the door)

(Slight nod)
“Ambassador.”

(Moves to unlock the door)
(Steps through door and holds it

open on the other side)

Passing through the door, you also feel as if passing through time,
as the modern aesthetic of the concourse gives way to the retro art

deco design of the Olympus Departure terminal (akin to the
transit terminals of Tranquility Base and Olympus).

Dax
(Once both of you have passed through

the door, he turns back to the guard)
“That’ll be all.”

Unknown Female Guard
(Slight nod)

(Steps back through the door and closes it)

Hearing the locking mechanism of the door go off seconds later,
the atmosphere of the environment is then greatly magnified as the sounds

of the protesters just outside become muffled to the point of barely being
audible at all, and as you look out across the entirety of the terminal,

you begin to take it all in.

Dax
“And with that, our tour of antiquities is complete.”

Eleanor
”Au contraire, young Dax.”

(Short pause)

“This... never gets old.”

Dax
(Re-adjusts the luggage he is carrying)

“(Starts to carry on) Hmm...”



All INFO issues:
nickcaldwellcreations.com/info

Composed of 5 gates in total along your right side, you find only the one at the far end of the terminal has
its gate door and signage lit up, albeit with some slight flickering every few seconds or so.

And as for on your left, you find a series of long abandoned restaurants, restrooms,
and even an INFO newsstand, with the only item still remaining on one of its shelves

being a lonely collectors edition issue dated July of 2069.

Going back to the series of gates on the other side of the terminal, you look out through the
massive glass panels that provide an extensive view of the exterior of the spaceport.  And

though this section of the facility is mostly vacant, you find several shuttles (similar in design
to a Concorde aircraft) taxiing around the pathways off in the distance, all of which lead to several

ramp like runways that rocket departing craft high up into the atmosphere at extreme speeds,
followed by them flashing away as they Quantum Jump (dull booms can be heard seconds later).

Of course, as you turn your attention to the gate you’ll be making use of, you find a much
smaller looking shuttle (private jet size in comparison), one of older aesthetic design,

yet still up-kept, unlike everything else from its era, lying in wait.

Dax
(Said only if the player is far enough away and is still looking around the terminal after a certain amount of time)

“(While at the gate, off in the distance) You know, I hear Mr. Maxson isn’t one for waiting.”

Eleanor
(Slight chuckle)

“(To herself) True indeed.”



Heading towards the gate, you then see Dax begin to manipulate
the lonely terminal on the check in desk, followed by a series of

noises being given off by the doorway to the jet-way that lies
directly behind him, of which slowly slides open moments later.

Dax
(As the jet-way door is still opening)

“Your chariot awaits, my lady.”

Eleanor
“Har, har.”

Dax
(Slight smirk, then picks up baggage and enters the jet-way)

Now following your lead, you enter into the jet-way, with Dax manipulating controls inside
the passage, causing its door to close behind the two of you seconds later.

Dax
(Still manipulating the controls)

Eleanor
(Only said if the player observes Dax for a long enough time)

“Problem?”

Dax
(Still manipulating)

“Yeah... (finishes manipulating)”
(Re-adjusts the baggage he is carrying)

(Starts to walk towards you)
“(Not said directly towards you) Like you said, gotta love the antiquities, right?”

Passing by you as he continues on towards the end of the jet-way,
you give no response, followed by you doing the same, and as you reach it,

you find Dax now inside the cabin, storing the baggage into a forward located
storage bay.

Stepping onto the shuttle shortly thereafter, you also find a sizable restroom and small
kitchenette like space at the head of the cabin, with the passenger area itself stretching

on towards the back of the craft for at least 15 meters, of which is decked out in all of the
usual amenities and aesthetics one would expect from a private VIP transport.

Eleanor
(Said if the player observes the closed and locked door of the cockpit for a long enough time)

“Huh...”

Dax
(Interjects)

“Right then (puts last piece of baggage away), I see no other reasons to keep the big guys waiting any longer”

Eleanor
“Y-Yes...”
“Let’s go.”



MESSENGER

From Alex   11:37AM 04.15.70

"EDICTAL"

With Dax sealing the shuttle door and continuing to tend to things up front,
you enter into the passenger area, where you take a seat (prompt

to sit down comes up when player nears one of the seats).

Eleanor
(Enters into a sitting animation)

Dax
(Out of sight, from the kitchenette area)

(Noises from silverware and cups being moved)
“(Upbeat) I figure... (more sounds) you’ll take the usual?”

Eleanor
(Gets situated)

“(Not upbeat) But of course.”

(Short pause as the shuttle’s engines can be heard revving up in
the background and the sight of it pulling away from the jet-way

can be observed out through the window)

(Sounds of liquid being poured are heard coming from the kitchenette)

(Note: Player control is restricted to only camera movements during this time)

Still hearing sounds of drinks being prepared in the background,
you then hear a dull beep go off from within your jacket’s right pocket,

causing you to reach inside it shortly thereafter.

Pulling out a personal tech device (Note: The design is an
earlier/more clunky version of what is seen during “The Fall,”

which again is very iPhone like in terms of function, but Game Boy like
in aesthetic), you bring its front screen into view (takes up roughly 30%
of the player’s field of view, with the view itself tilting downward towards

it as Eleanor holds it and interacts with it with her right hand/thumb),
and observe the following:



Eleanor
(Presses the lower right button on the device with her thumb, causing a type icon to appear below the message)

(Short pause as what looks like hesitation is observed)

Dax
(Abruptly sits down into the seat directly opposite of yours)

“Ahhh...”

Eleanor
(Moves attention away from the device and towards Dax)

Dax
(Now firmly in the seat, is seen holding two glasses)

(Slight chuckle as he places the glass in his right hand on your
side of the small table that stands between the two of you)

“Synthetic Sympathizer... hmm...”
(Places his glass at his mouth)

“I’d say Big Red is dead has it beat, honestly...”
(Takes a sip)
“Mmmm...”

Eleanor
(Very subtle chuckle)

(Grasps the glass on the table with her left hand but doesn’t
move it, followed by turning her attention back to the message)

Dax
(Looks out the window while taking more sips)

Eleanor
(Short pause again as she appears to be contemplating what to say in response to the message)

(Takes a sip of the drink)

Dax
(While you are taking the sip, can be seen still facing towards the window,

though his eyes are slightly turned towards you)

Eleanor
(Stops drinking, turns attention back to the device)

(Short pause, as the shuttle can be seen turning towards one of the ramp runways)

Eleanor
(Vision slightly pulsates)

“Agh... ugh... Oh... (more sounds of disgust)...
”(While placing the glass on the table and letting go of it) Definitely not your best batch, Dax...

(One last subtle sound of disgust)...”

Dax
(Full attention now on you)

“Well...  (modest pause as he takes one last sip, then puts his glass down on the table)
”It’s said the dosage is key.  Though in your case...”

(Engines are heard revving up again in the background, as the shuttle begins to make its way down the runway)
“All the amount in the world, wouldn’t be enough.”



Eleanor
“D-Dax?...”

(Engine sounds get louder in the
background as the shuttle gains speed)

Dax
(Quickly looks back out the window)
(Raises voice to overcome the ever
increasing sounds from the engines)

“But that’s quite alright...
(Turns back to you)

”We all have our secrets.”

(Shuttle reaches the ramp section of the runway,
causing the view outside to turn sideways, though

inside the cabin, gravity remains normal)

Eleanor
(Drops the device)

(Quickly looks around)
(Note: Player can manipulate the camera, but

is again subject to the rubber band effect)

(Engines reach peak loudness as the shuttle is seen
rocketing away from the ramp outside as it enters into flight)

(Electrical buzzing is heard and flashes of light are seen
emanating from the front of the shuttle outside

as the Quantum Drive is spun up)

Dax
(Still staring you down)

(Beeping sounds can be heard coming from the front of the cabin)

Eleanor
“(Barely audible) W-why?!...”

Dax
(Tilts head down while smirking)
(Tilts head back up towards you)

“Now there’s an antiquity.”

A split second later, a bright flash of white light engulfs your entire
field of view, followed by a deafening explosion (ear ringing sounds in
the background shortly thereafter) and the sight of the shuttle tearing

itself apart all around you, with your body becoming airborne and
tumbling about every which way within the upper atmosphere of

the Earth, all while drenched in flames, moments later.



Continuing to tumble, the intermixing of rushing air and exploding
shuttle pieces are all you manage to hear as the ringing in your
ears comes to an end, and as you continue to toss about every

which way, you see the partially formed Quantum Jump tear
above you, of which the shuttle was nearly about to enter into.

Now collapsing due to the explosion and thus the loss of the
shuttle’s drive to sustain the tear, you catch glimpses of it every
few seconds as your free fall gets more erratic, and as you do
mange to peer past the surrounding debris that lies between

you and it, and observe what resides on the other side.

Though distorted and flickering in and out of existence,
you see the curvature of Mars off in the distance within the tear,
followed by a small speck of light glimmering upon its northern

hemisphere in what must be the shine from the towers of Olympus.

Seconds later, the tear then fully collapses, causing a wave of
energy to be discharged, blowing both you and the debris field

you had been mostly falling together with farther apart.

Becoming even more chaotic in your free fall, you now see
only a few pieces of the shuttle surround your immediate

location, with the other bulky debris clusters being
seen drifting downward off in the distance.

More seconds go by, and you at last pierce low altitude cloud cover, and
upon passing through them after only a brief moment, the sight of the

Earth’s surface comes into full view.

Having been falling downward at a slight angle, coupled with the
trajectory of the shuttle before the explosion and the tear discharge, you

find a coast line beneath you, rather than the spaceport and surrounding prairie,
with each tumble cycle showing it getting closer and closer.

Becoming more clear, to what consciousness you
have left, which is going in and out currently, you begin to see an impact

with the water is most likely, though of course, at this speed, surface
composition makes little difference.

Falling for a further handful of seconds, your tumbling motion provides
you with one last peek at the quickly approaching coast line, followed by

you slamming into the water, where you are embedded a good 3 meters or
so below the surface.

A split second later, you finally black out.



(Black screen)

(Dull flashes of light fade in and out across the screen)

(Dull sounds of being underwater are heard
fading in and out of the background)

Now going in and out of consciousness, dull spots of light
give way to blurry visions of being underwater, followed by

bubble sounds erupting forth as you gasp only to be
greeted and filled with H2O.

Eleanor
(Stops gasping)

(Camera becomes still in its movements, which before this
point could be manipulated by the player, though with a

even more strict rubber band restriction applied)

(Ambiance becomes only the dull sounds of being underwater)

No longer moving and gasping for air, you actually become
relaxed as it would appear the life within you is leaving your body,
though as more time passes, you see through the blurry vision,

of which is on the verge of blacking out again, and find
yourself nearly at the surface.

Eleanor
(Gives one last heave of movement)

Breaking the surface after giving everything you have left,
you splash upon the sand filled side of an embankment along the

coast, and though your vision continues to deteriorate, it would
appear to be a section of the coast that is dominated

solely by nature.

Eleanor
(All sounds begin to fade away)

(Heart beat sound fades in)
(Heart beat gets slower)

(Short pause as the heart beat continues to get slower)

(Vision blinks in and out of darkness, with each time it returns being less brighter)
(Vision blinks to black and does not return)

(Heart beats one last time)

(Screen is left black and silent)



(Modest pause followed by a pulse of red light flaring in and out in the center of the screen)

(Pulsing gets faster and brighter, then explodes outward, producing
shapes/activity akin to neurons firing in the brain)

(Right after exploding outward and continuing to spread, music starts to play,
specifically the full quality version of Bobby Darin’s “Beyond the Sea”)

(While playing, the camera continues to follow the red light as it both reignites and repairs different
areas of Eleanor’s severely damaged body, first on a cellular level, then to organs and bones)

Somewhere beyond the sea
Somewhere waitin' for me

My lover stands on golden sands
And watches the ships that go sailin'

Somewhere beyond the sea
She's there watchin' for me

If I could fly like birds on high
Then straight to her arms, I'd go sailin'

It's far beyond a star
It's near beyond the moon

I know beyond a doubt
My heart will lead me there soon

We'll meet beyond the shore
We'll kiss just as before

Happy we'll be beyond the sea
And never again I'll go sailin'

I know beyond a doubt, ah!
My heart will lead me there soon

We'll meet, I know we'll meet beyond the shore
We'll kiss just as before

Happy we'll be beyond the sea
And never again I'll go sailin'

No more sailin'
So long, sailin'
Bye bye, sailin'

Move on out, captain

(Music fades out as the camera makes its way through structures of the eye)

(Camera passes through the cornea, then stops at the sight of the shoreline in the normal first person perspective,
with only Eleanor’s shadow on the sand and the reflection of the “naked” moon across the water’s calm surface in view)

(While the camera remains fixed, Eleanor’s shadow moves away after
her right arm is seen moving back into the proper alignment)

(Modest pause as the moon “rings” and a speck of pulsing light slowly fade into view within the reflection)

(Another short pause is observed as only small waves are both
seen and heard washing up along the embankment)

(Screen cuts to black, with the sounds of the waves slowly echoing away shortly thereafter)



(Short pause as the screen remains black and silent)

(Distorted sounds slowly fade in, in a pattern/structure of speech)

(Sounds begin to become discernible, but overall still distorted)

Sofia Lamb via Audio Diary Recording
“A Utopian cannot be confined to a single throw of the genetic dice.”

”When needed, she is a composer. “

”A dancer.“

“An engineer.”

“She truly will be the People's Daughter.”

(Screen cuts to a first person view inside a lift that is quickly ascending,
with only metal structure observable outside)

“Eleanor”
(Camera tilts down so as to look at a pad being held in her right hand)

(Pad is seen showing a schematic of a spherical object of which contains
thousands of more smaller spheres)

(The label “VitaVault” can be seen in the upper left corner)

Looking over the pad, only a few seconds go by until the view outside changes from all
metal structure to a vast interior space that is filled with what looks to be thousands of people.

In what is one of the transit hubs of Tranquility Base (specifically the same one as seen
during both the main game and The Fall), you catch but a short glimpse at the scores below

you as the lift soon enters into yet another section of all metal structure.

 (Note: This lift structure is not observable during the previous games
since it is a temporary structure that had since collapsed

away due to the elements and time)

However, in the time you do take a peak, you see the people appear to range from the ages of
young teens to no older than 30 years of age, at least appearance wise due to modern medicine, with
all wearing matching clothing that bears the Life Beyond Earth insignia and a series of digits below it

(Note: The shirt portion of the outfit is the same thing Liz was given
to wear as an undershirt during the main game)

“Eleanor”
(Returns to looking over the pad)

Unknown Male Voice through the Pad
(Small box with a waveform appears on the pad)

“So sorry, Director Mor, but we seem to have issue with 00451.”

Mor
(A more aged and less lively version of Eleanor’s earlier voice)

“What about it?”

Unknown Male Voice
“At last check, a no show by the looks of it.”



Unknown Male Voice
(Continues)

“Should I... place a hold?”

Mor
“So long as your willing to tell Kain yourself.”

Unknown Male Voice
“Right... proceeding as planned then...”

(Camera begins to slowly turn away from the pad)

“And Anabelle...”

(Camera turns back to the pad)

“Godspeed.”
(Audio cuts and the waveform box disappears on the pad)

(Music slowly builds in the background)

After observing a short pause, you then see the lift again exit out
of the all metal structure, and this time, enter into nothing but space.

And off in the distance, overhead where the lift is still ascending
towards, a cluster of the moon’s “rings,” and just behind them, the

Edictal herself waiting to embark on her maiden voyage.  Her central top
spire pulsing with light and recently completed hull glistening throughout.

(Camera turns upwards towards the sight of the ring sections and the Edictal,
with the player’s control restricted by another round of rubber banding, of
which only lasts a few seconds before giving the player complete control)

Anabelle Mor
(Short pause after observing the sight)

“(To herself) Were only the two involved.”



Now changing to a more angled approach, light from the Edictal
begins to hit the lift/pod in such a way that a slight reflection of

your face begins to appear in the glass before you.

(Note: The player now has complete control over
camera movements, but cannot walk around, yet)

In contrast to your past self, you see a more aged face,
though overall appearing no older than late 40’s, with your hair
now a light gray, if not almost white, and cut short to a length

that ends at the upper part of the neck.

(Note: Refer to the illustration at: nickcaldwellcreations.com/ultimate-8)

Continuing to ascend, you begin to pass by several of the moon
“rings” that stand between you and the ship, and once close enough,

begin to observe them in better detail.

Nothing more than triangular shaped structures strewn together into
massive orbital assembly lines, you see little to no activity among them,
other than motionless pieces of equipment, both isolated devices and

mechanical arms stretching out from the rings themselves, that aided in
the construction process that has since been completed.

Getting closer still, all of the rings soon pass you by, leaving only the Edictal in
your sights.  However, after a few seconds pass, you begin to see several other

vessels, of what look to be cargo movers in design, come into view just below you.

Presumably hauling the last bits of necessities to the ship, and all moving in
organized lanes underneath your trajectory, they soon pass out of your

field of view as they head off to the lower sections of the Edictal.

Isolated once again, you continue your upward trek towards what could be
described as the “Metropolitan” district, which consists of towering skyscrapers
and other urban structures emerging from the ship’s top decks.  Yet after a few

more moments, you find yourself again in the midst of company as more
ships, of even larger size this time around, merge with you to form a cluster.

Though similar in design to the cargo movers, you see massive
windows along their sides, along with more groups of people,
all dressed like those you saw earlier, huddled together inside.

Forming into a densely packed group, you then begin to make your final approach,
of which is soon steered towards the central spire with the bright pulsing light.



Approaching the base of the spire, you and the cluster of other ships at last
begin to traverse over top the megalopolis worth of structures that lie around it.

Though pristine in appearance and as densely packed, if not even more so, as
any city on Earth, you observe only vacant transit lines and unlit interiors as

it does nothing more than lie in wait for its future long term inhabitants to arrive.

Reaching the side of the spire moments later, you then begin to ascend fully vertically,
followed by the sight of a docking station coming into view shortly thereafter.

Located on the back side of the structure that was seen pulsing with light,
the area is spared from being bathed in near blinding brightness, and as you continue

to get closer to the station, find the overall structure itself is spherical in shape,
with the rest of the spire being seen continuing on to a point high up above.

Entering into a docking sequence, you then notice your pod begin to break
away from the others, and as you turn back (player has full control over camera
direction and movement), observe as they slowly pull into a what looks to be the
main mass transit docking rings, with yours continuing on towards another set

located just a bit further ahead.

Coming in contact with one of the docking rings moments later, a short pause
is observed as locking sounds go off all around you, followed by the sound of air rushing

in, a dinging sound, and the door behind you sliding away, exposing you to the station itself.

Stepping out, you immediately find yourself isolated yet again as you find the entire area is
void of activity, though as you continue to move about/look around, dull sounds of crowds talking

begin to ring out in the distance, in what must be from the group that you arrived with.

Following the sounds, you make your way through the vacant section of the station, while at the same time
take in its art deco inspired design (similar to “Prey’s” Talos 1), and upon rounding one final corner, you

at last walk out into a massive open space that is overlooking the bow of the ship, with the following
observable directly to your left:

Unknown Woman Dressed in Navy like Uniform (Just off to the side of two men shaking hands in the center)
(Notices you)

(Gestures/waves you over)
“Director!”



CAPT. KAIN

Walking over to the woman, you see the two men, of who are a slightly younger looking
Johnathan Loch and the “Last Martian” himself, Alex Maxson, continue to shake hands while

a group of press look on and take photos, and as you look beyond them, find the mass
of people you arrived with being herded in a orderly fashion towards the circulation core

of the observatory (the area that contains the VitaVault access lift Liz used to reach
this area during the main game).

Now close enough, you begin to make out the woman in better detail.

Imposing and confident looking, you find her to be Asian in ethnicity,
with beaming brown eyes, long brown hair flowing out from her cap,

height slightly taller then you, and a name patch across
her upper left chest that reads:

(Note: Kain is based off of Battlestar Galatica’s Helena Cain)

Captain Kain
(Once close enough, player will enter into a dialogue position, restricting

them to only rubber band camera movements, once again)
(Smirks as you join into the group)

“Good to see we won’t be leaving any more short handed today.”

Mor
“I... wouldn’t miss this for the worlds, captain.”

Captain Kain
“Oh come now, with all we’ve been through to get her, just Ava will do.”

(Loch and Maxson take one last round of photos then let go of each others hands)

Kain
(Notices the two are now done with the press)

“Ah, gentlemen, may I present to you our Director of VitaVault recruitment, Miss Anabelle Mor.”

Jonathan Loch
(Moves in first ahead of Maxson)

“So, at last the mastermind is revealed (smirks).”

Mor
“(Gestures hand out slightly to suggest otherwise)”

“No... no...”

Alex Maxson
(Steps out from behind Loch and stands beside him)

“No indeed, (glances at Loch with a smirk), for the true mastermind, (looks towards the ”Eleanor Lamb
Memorial Observatory” sigange) belongs to a giant whose shoulders we can only stand upon now.”

(Moves closer and outstretches his right hand for a handshake)

“A pleasure to meet you.”



Mor
(Briefly stares at his hand)

(Finally grabs it, then looks back up at his face)
“Al... (Slight cough as she composes herself)... Mr. Maxson.”

(While ending handshake)

“I’ve... heard so much about you.  The Last Martian.”

Maxson
(Chuckles)

“Yes, well, I suppose only in name these days (a dull wave of energy pulses over his
entire body, with a slight transparency exposing a cognition sphere in his chest).”

Mor
“(As if disappointed) I... I see, (more upbeat) but of course.”

Loch
“A shame I say.  Being two places at once, yet always turned down a seat.”

Maxson
(Slight chuckle)

“Another time perhaps, and besides, (rolling sounds are heard coming from behind),
a step to the side is always best for a new generation to take hold.”

Mor
(Turns towards the rolling sounds)

Turning around, you find nothing but a lonely Cognition Sphere rolling towards you,
with the “EVI” insignia coming into view as it rolls to a stop just a meter or so away

from your feet.

Cognition Sphere
(Begins to pulse with light, of which then bursts out as it begins to manifest into a humanoid shape)

(Shape gets more realistic)
(Light “hardens” into an exact duplicate of Maxson)

EVI “Maxson”
“Greetings.”

“I am the Edictal Virtual Intelligence.”

“Welcome aboard.”



Mor
“It’s...”

Kain
“A fitting first mate, I’d say.”

(You turn towards Kain)
“What’s the sit-rep, EVI.”

(You turn back to EVI)

EVI “Maxson”
“All systems go, Captain, with all registered cargo and

personal checked in and undergoing final preparations.”

Kain
“Superb.”

(Short pause)
“Well then, (turns to Loch, Maxson and you), it would

appear time to get this show on the road.”

(Nods at both you and Loch)
“Directors.”

(Nods at Maxson)
“Mr. Maxson.”

(A sizable ship, clad in sleek, silver plating, begins to descend into view outside, where
it proceeds to dock with a more luxurious looking version of a docking ring that is located

along the massive glass panels that overlook the bow of the ship)

(Kain begins to walk towards the circulation core)
(Player can now freely move around)

Loch
(Towards you just as control is restored)
“May undiscovered shores find you well.”

Maxson
(Seen walking off towards the now docked ship)

EVI “Maxson”
(De-manifests)

(Begins to roll towards the circulation core with Kain)

With everyone dispersing, you decide to follow Loch and Maxson towards their ship.

Mor
(Only said if the player follows/catches up to Maxson as he enters the docking ring)

“Alex.”

Maxson
(Turns back to you)

Mor
“It’s... a beautiful ship... and a fitting name.”



Maxson
(Gives off a slight smirk)

(Loch joins up with him)

Loch
(While passing by you)

“Certainly no Citadel, that’s for sure.”
(Joins with Maxson at the docking ring door)

(Loch enters the docking ring)

Maxson
(Gives a subtle two finger salute gesture)

(Enters the docking ring, which locks behind him)

(Short pause as more locking/unlocking/pressurization sounds are heard)

(Ship un-docks and begins to pull away)

Mor
(To herself as the ship drifts away from the docking ring)

“No, (pulse sound from the ship’s engines are heard) she’s so much more.”

(Ship ascends out of view)

Turning back towards the circulation core, you see Kain, and
the EVI Cognition Sphere by her side on the floor, observing the final batch
of passengers file into the VitaVault access lift, where they then proceed to

descend out of view, leaving the two in isolation as they await their lift to arrive.

Getting closer, you then see their smaller, more personal lift
open up, with its destination presumably being the bridge.

Kain
(While walking into the lift, along with the EVI sphere)

(Said only if the player is close enough during this time)
(Note: The player can not enter the lift, with Kain and

the sphere being placed just right to block entry)

“And what a show it’ll be, if only everybody could be so lucky as to watch.”

(Fully enters into the lift and turns back to you)
(Presses button)

(As the lift door is closing)
(While grinning)

“Tomorrow awaits.”



“Each can survive,
but it is only We that thrives.”

UN Secretary General Eleanor Lamb
1972 Address

Now alone in the observatory, you figure to head back out
to the main viewing area (Note: Player is given no prompts if they get
close to any of the lift call buttons), and upon doing so, come across
a lonely stand at the center base of the panels of glass that overlook

the bow of the ship, and on it, a plaque that reads:

Turning your gaze from the plaque to the vast expanse of stars and space
that lie ahead of the ship, sounds begin to ring out from overhead.

PA System
(Dull ding sounds)

Kain
“938 days.”

“In times different from our own, it would be all
that separates us from that fateful Spring morning.”

“Yet despite everything, here we stand, atop
something far more than just a ship.”

“The Edictal, just as her name states, is the will of those who sought
to push past what they are, rather than remain divided and far less.”

“She is an idea, and though we lost the messenger,
may the message itself live on through us.”

“For as of today, we are Tomorrow.”
(Background audio buzz cuts)

A split second later, you then hear a dull rumbling sound in the distance behind you,
followed by the entire ship beginning to slightly vibrate in response and a subtle tint

of blue light pulsate through the observatory (coming from the source of the sounds).



Turning back towards the circulation core, you look out through another set of glass
panels that reside just beyond it which overlook the rest of the ship, and nestled within

the urban landscape, at roughly the half way point to the tip of the stern,
you observe a flurry of pulsing blue light.

No doubt being emitted by the Edictal’s one of a kind Quantum Drive core located within the
Captain’s Concourse that runs parallel underneath the metropolitan section of the ship, you
continue to look on as both the vibrations around you and the pulsing light get more intense.

Peaking moments later, a brief pause of absolute silence is then experienced
as every trace of sound appears to be “vacuumed” into the event, followed by
the blue light bursting outward in one final pulse, of which then rushes through

the structure of the ship below as it makes its way towards the bow.

Reaching the base of the spire the observatory is located on a split second later,
you quickly move back towards the bow section of the observatory, where you see

the pulse of light continue onward as it is projected out from the ship itself.

Now a good ways ahead of the ship, the mass of light begins
to rapidly expand in size, almost as if it had hit something in
space, and as it continues to grow, the distinctive shape of a

jump tear begins to come into view.

Though immensely more massive then any other jump tear, its characteristics are
no different, with a pulsing rift of light around its outer rim and massive arcs

of electricity like matter erupting outward from it.

Appearing to stabilize seconds later, you then see the center of the tear start to
shift in appearance, going from just a mesh of energy and light to a darker tone,

followed by what look to be the sight of stars, yet in clusters that are different than
what was observed just before the tear was formed.  You also observe a noticeable
bright spot at its base, of which you conclude is coming from the space on the other

side of the tear, rather than from the tear itself.

Still looking on at the scene, you become entranced by its magnificence, but just before
becoming completely lost to its beauty, another round of vibrations and an ever so slight
jolt quickly pull you back into reality as the ship’s conventional thrusters are throttled up,

followed by the sight of the ship slowly accelerating itself towards the tear.

Getting closer, the area within the observatory proceeds to get brighter
and more blue as the pulsing light and arcs of the tear close in around the ship, and before long,
you find yourself completely engulfed in nothing but the energy of the tear as the first arcs from

it begin to become attracted to the ship’s hull, where they then proceed to spread
out in all directions throughout it.

Seconds later, the tear’s equivalent to an event horizon finally reaches you,
with a wall of light slowly washing over you as it enters into the observatory.

However, unlike all of the jumps you’ve experienced in times prior, here your vision
violently pulses in response, followed by the vague sight of you appearing to collapse

to the floor, with your sight whiting out a split second later.

Remaining a bright white for a few more moments, your vision then cuts as you black out.



(All noises fade out)
(Screen remains black)

(Short pause)

(Dull/distorted sounds of speech begin to play, getting
louder and more discernible with each passing second,

but always somewhat distorted throughout)

Voice of “Eleanor Lamb”
(In a more “devious” tone)

“...in waking, I am reborn...”

“...you defined me...”

“...you chose to survive... no matter the cost...”

“...your memories, your drives...”

“...whispering from my shoulder...”

(Music beginnings to build in the background)

“There is no name for what I am...”

“...but the world is about to change...”

“...and with your help...”

(Music reaches its peak)

“...they will never see me coming.”

Mor
(Quickly wakes while still on the ground, on her side)

(Startled, deep breathes, slightly panicked, which quickly subsides)
(Slowly turns head so as to look around the bow area of the observatory)

Still on the ground, and still not quite composed, you pan across the scene of the
observatory that lies before you, and though everything is still exactly the way you
saw it before you blacked out, you find the space is no longer being illuminated by

neither the internal lighting system nor the massive external spire light.

Only the distant stars outside and a dull brightness all along the
base of the glass panels provide any kind of illumination now.



Mor
(Grunts and moans while slowly getting back on her feet)

(After almost getting to a knee, she stumbles back down, but
makes another attempt to get back up shortly thereafter)

Finally managing to stand upright moments later, you still feel as if something is off with you,
yet nonetheless, you push forward towards the glass panels so as to take a full look outside.

(Note: Player has complete control now, and can move
anywhere around the observatory as they so choose)

Now roughly a meter away from the glass itself, the source of the glow
at the base of the panels at last comes into view, and as you look down

at the area of space that is located just below the ship, you find nothing but
the blinding glow of a star (refer to scenes from the movie “Sunshine”).

Mor
“Agh...”

(Other noises of pain)
(Auto quickly turns back away)

Nearly causing you to stumble again, you recompose, at least, as much as you can at this point,
and while doing so, observe your vision pulse once more, though this time, in a manner that seems
controlled, with the illumination of the observatory around you being seen getting slightly brighter
in the seconds to follow (again, similar to what is observed when Luna’s Light begins to adjust).

Mor
(One more round of slight pain/grunting sounds)

With the illumination level of the environment appearing to
improve no further (still only a dull brightness), you decide to take another look

towards the scene outside (again, player’s choice), and as you move back to within
sight of the star’s light, you observe a far different view this time around.

No longer a massive flare of indiscernible light, you observe a surface of entangled
webs of fiery gases, all shaded in different tones, ranging from the hottest of blues, all the
way to the colder reds at its outer most extremities.  A cosmic dance of the highest order.

(Again, refer to “Sunshine”)

However, though a marvel to behold, you again feel uneasiness overcome you once again, causing
you to slightly stumble back away from the panels (Note: this event is on a time trigger, not location),

followed by another round of erratic pulses engulfing the edges of your vision
(static like, which encroaches from all around the field of view).

Seconds later, it at last subsides.

Mor
(Gasps)

(Slight grunt sound)
(Puts right hand up to her face)

(Pulls hand back into frame so as to look over it )

Looking over your hand, you find a sizable blot of blood now slowly
dripping down the tops of both your index and middle fingers.



L

ERROR

EVI EMERGENCY SAFE MODE

PROTOCOLS IN EFFECT

APOLOGIES FOR THE INCONVENIENCE

PLEASE REFER TO COMMANDING OFFICER

Mor
(Subtle gasp)

Unknown Female Voice
(Vision “static” pulses again for a split second, then fades back to normal)

(At the same time, and in a whisper) “Ele...”

Mor
(Startled/puts right hand down)

(Quickly looks around, taking control away from the player for a split second)

Looking all around, you find no source to the voice, yet you
would swear it came from within your immediate vicinity.

Mor
(While the player has the ability to walk around the observatory)

“(As if out of breath) Wait...”
(Begins to grab at something on her person)

(Pulls out the data pad)
(Attempts to interact with it)

Pressing a side button on the pad, you see the screen’s blank screen begin to be back lit, as it
comes out of a sleep mode.  However, seconds later, you receive only the follow message.

Mor
(Disappointed sigh/gasp)

(Dull ding is heard coming from one of the lifts in the circulation core)

Instantly grabbing your attention, you find yourself the most composed you’ve
been since the event, and hastily move towards the lift that made the sound.

Arriving at its still closed set of doors, they then slide open moments later,
exposing the following sight on the floor:



ACCESS DENIED
LOCKDOWN IN EFFECT

CAPTAIN'S OVERRIDE REQUIRED

Mor
(Only once the player starts to step into the lift)

“(Softly) Kain...”

Observing the dormant sphere, you find a noticeable dent upon its upper area, along with what
looks to be the letter “L” crudely engraved/scratched next to the EVI insignia, with the combination

of the two now making it clear you weren’t the only one who was affected by the event.

With shock keeping you in silence as you continue to look over what can only be seen
as a “gift” sent to you from the bridge, you then figure to make another attempt to

establish contact by utilizing the lift’s control panel.

(Prompt given to player to interact with the
control panel once they reach it/turn to it)

Composed of a series of buttons arranged in a thin tall line that mimics the shape of the spire you
currently reside in, you also find another display like the one on your pad.  Of course, upon interacting

with it, you receive the same ERROR response as before.

Mor
(Soft/tired, and nearly inaudible)

”Dammit...”
(Quickly pans around the rest of the control panel)
(Player given control over which buttons to press)

Looking towards the bottom of the tower of buttons that mark each floor of the spire, of which
numbers in the dozens, you locate a button marked with the letter B and a star, in what must

be the designation for the bridge.

However, upon pressing it moments later (in a gentle, but slightly hesitant manner),
you once again receive only the following in response on the control panel’s display:

Mor
“(Getting flustered) Hmm...”

Moving on to the next best thing, you then press the button directly
above it (though player can choose which ever button they want), only to receive the

message again, with each button you press thereafter doing the same.

Mor
(If the player presses enough buttons)

“Oh, for g... (automatically presses the emergency call button, which before this
point the player could do manually, with less irritated dialogue while pressing it)

Mor
”(Slightly less tired) Hello?... Anybody?...”

Observing a brief pause as nothing but static (intermixed with a subtle rippling sound) is emitted from the
speaker, a dull and short screech like sound is then heard coming from somewhere outside the lift.



Having your attention grabbed once more, you soon
step back out of the lift to take another look around.

Finding nothing of note, you figure the sound was most likely produced by
the ship’s hull still settling into its massive frame or slightly shifting about

due to the gravitational strains brought on by the nearby star.

However, just as you think of turning back towards the lift, the noises
begin again, this time, as a far more pronounced and elongated screech,
as if something sharp was being dragged across one of the many metallic

surfaces of the ship’s interior.

Continuing to go on without pause, you begin to realize the sounds
are coming from somewhere off in the distance ahead of you, and as you

decide to give chase to it, you are eventually lead into the section of
the circulation core that contains the emergency stairwells.

Though seen as closed off by sizable sliding bulkhead type doors before the jump,
you find the stairwells are now completely exposed to you as the doors have since

been automatically opened due to the emergency protocols now in effect.

Reaching the opening moments later, the sound then finally comes
to an end, and as the echoes of the screech fade away, it becomes
apparent the source is perhaps only a few levels down from your

current location.

Mor
(Only said after entering the stairwell and the sound stops)

“H-Hello?!...”

(Short pause as the echoes from her voice reverberate up and down the stairwell)

With only silence returning to you moments later, another short pause is observed
before another round of sounds, this time a series of taps upon what appears to

be one of the stairwell railings, is heard down below.

(Three taps are heard, followed by their echoes, then silence)

Mor
(Once silence returns)

“(Softly) What the hell...”

Producing no more sounds, you then begin to make your way down the
stairwell, of which is only scarcely lit by dim emergency lighting, with your own

optical enhancements providing little further illumination on top of it.

Yet nonetheless, upon descending two flights, you observe the faintest
of shadows move out of sight on the next landing as you turn the next corner.

And though you only observe it for a split second, you find its mass to be bulky in shape,
and much more massive than a shadow that would normally be cast by any average person.



Now vacant of any shadows, other than your own, you soon
reach the landing where you find both no traces of anyone further

down below, nor hear any more sounds from neither someone,
or something, roaming about the stairwell.

Regardless, having trekked this far, you decide to continue
(though the player can head back up to the observatory, if they so

choose), and upon descending another two flights, you at last
reach a landing that leads out to the next level.

(Note: Though exploring these levels is optional, they
act as tutorial sections for first time playthroughs)

Also completely exposed to you thanks to the emergency
doors having slid apart, you are quickly greeted by the following

signage that stretches across the wall ahead that is part of a
sizable t-junction shaped lobby space:

Like the stairwell, only dim emergency lighting is currently active, casting the sign in a dull
orb of light, and as you continue to enter deeper into the lobby, find the rest of the environment

that lies beyond to be in the same state.  Pristine, but mostly cast in darkness and whatever
starlight, both from afar and the glow from the star below, can enter in from outside.

Reaching well inside, you see the layout is that of
a circle that circumvents the circulation core and lobby, with

the outer wall area consisting of a jogging track that goes around
the entire space and is connected to the center core

via a series of small, narrow walkway bridges.

And as you look below it, find an entire floor filled with every
kind of work out equipment imaginable, as well as several clusters

of objects that appear to be obstacle courses, scattered all
throughout the mostly open plan space.

Still looking around, you then find a small set of descending stairs that off shoot
from a walkway that connects to the jogging track.  However, rather than

continue to be subjected and constrained to normal forms of access, you decide
to tap back into what you are truly capable of.

(Note: All of this is to be discovered naturally by player experimentation,
with as few prompts or text hints as possible)

Walking over to the edge of the walkway, you peer down towards the work out floor
one last time, and though you gauge the distance to the ground is at least three

stories, you nevertheless take a leap over the guard rail without hesitation.

Hitting the floor a second later, you stick the landing
with both ease and no physical strain of any kind.



Completely unfazed by the high drop, you proceed on as
if nothing of significance has occurred, yet after a second or so of
completely recomposing yourself (a subtle animation occurs when
high drops occur), you are briefly overcome with another round of

vision pulsing/static, followed by what sounds like a crying/screeching
sound ringing out ever so subtly in the background that echoes

away into silence as you return to normal moments later.

Mor
“Agh...”

(Tries to shake it off)

(Softly to herself)
”Come on guys... (another slight groan as she finally recovers)... get it together.”

Back to normalcy, you decide to go on as planned and begin to
traverse around the work out floor that now surrounds you.

As seen while you were above it, the landscape of weights, equipment
and other devices specialized in aiding those adapting to life among a

star ship, stretches on for at least 200 meters both ahead of you and then
behind you past the base of the center circulation core.

Wanting to get further back into the swing of things, with the hope being it may
be just what you need in order to overcome the odd episodes you currently

suffer from, you begin to eye the options available.

(Note: Most of the items in this environment
are intractable, in order to further demonstrate the

pallet of Mor’s physical abilities and abnormal mobility)



Ignoring the more “simplistic” items in the form of
small weights and average day training equipment,
you head straight for the nearest obstacle course

cluster, of which contains five major sections.

They are as follows:

Right from the start, you are confronted with a low wall,
and though surely a feat for any average person, and even those

familiar with the obstacle, you make quick work of it as you traverse over
with just one easy thrust from your arms (no grab, then slow struggle

to climb over), vaulting you with plenty of room to spare.

Next, you are presented with a long, low height, narrow tunnel,
which appears to be the only way to the other side which is a

completely sealed off section of the fitness facility.

Getting into a crouch, you begin by traversing through the tunnel like
anyone else would, however, after reaching nearly a quarter of the

way through, you begin to have thoughts.

Mor
(While still slowly moving through the tunnel,

her right hand is pulled into view)
(Flexes fingers)

“Hmm...”
(Palm begins to glow with energy, similar to how

the “Armstrong” Upgrade looks when active)
“Yeah, we can do better...”

(Moves hand back out of frame)

Moments later, you then slightly twist back
(player temporarily loses control), where you then place your

right hand behind you, followed by turning back forward and getting
into an even more crouched position, as if preparing to go into a slide.

A split second later, you are jolted forward as energy begins to pulsate
from your hand, and thanks to your nearly lying down position, are quickly

thrust forward and out of the tunnel shortly thereafter (for reference
to how this looks/works, refer to a long running slide in “Dishonored 2”).

Mor
(Once out of the tunnel and back on her feet)

(Brings right hand back into frame and
watches the pulsing energy fade away)

“That’ll do.”

With your newly found ability duly noted (activated
just like in Dishonored 2 via crouching while running),

you continue to the next section of the course.



Pushing forward, you again suffer from another wave
of pulsing/static vision, though far less severe and only

barely noticeable in this instance, giving you the impression
that, whatever you were afflicted with after the jump, is

at last being dampened.

Now inside the completely sealed off area of the course,
the next section, of which is a low rope obstacle suspended

over a shallow trough, comes into view.

And like the other two tests before it,
you conquer it without impediment.

Also situated near a wall, you realize the ultimate goal is to climb the rope
so as to gain access to a second level in the enclosed space, and upon
reaching the top in nearly no time at all, proceed to make a short leap

from the rope to the ledge of the floor to the next level.

Getting back on your feet in the seconds to follow, you then see the new
level carry on for a few meters until giving way to yet another trough, this time

far deeper than the last, with nothing but a thin, zig-zagging, and slightly
inclined walkway stretching across it to the other side.,

Again, though most likely daunting to the average layman, you find no difficulty
in navigating the path as you rush across it as if it were no more treacherous

than a 5 meter wide hallway.

(Note: When traversing the thin walkway, the player can
go at any speed, and can only fall off if they jump away, otherwise,
a strict/heavy handed “magnetism” to the path will keep them on it)

Reaching the next area shortly thereafter, in what could be considered the third
floor of the course due to the walkway’s incline, you are then presented with

the final challenge.

Consisting of nothing more than a terrace that ramps up some 2 meters, then drops
down three times as much on the other side via large steps, all of which then terminates

at an exit doorway, you find it to be an anti-climax.

Yet, as you continue to look around the rest of the rectangular shaped space, you
identify a loft like area roughly two stories above the exit area, in what looks

to be an unmarked fourth floor area.

Of course, judging by what you’ve already been able to do, you
figure such a distance between it and the very top of the terrace ramp,

is well in reach of what you can accomplish.

Making up your mind (player can just as well proceed out
through the bottom exit doorway), you then take a few steps back,

as you prepare to make another jump.  This time, of your own doing.



A D V A N C E D   T R A I N I N G
P R O J E C T I O N   D E C K   O M E G A

Feeling you have enough space to make the attempt, you
begin to make a run for it up the ramp, and just before crossing
over the edge, apply a vast amount of strength from your legs.

Becoming airborne a second later, your forward momentum
continues well on towards the ledge of the fourth level, followed by
you landing upon it with a fair amount of room to spare behind you.

Mor
“Like riding a bike...”

Coming to a stop, you then think to prepare to receive another bout of
vision pulsing, perhaps maybe for the last time due to its previous lack of

severity.  Yet, as time continues to pass, you suffer no such thing.

Unknown Female Voice
(In an even more faint whisper)

“Yesss...”

Again slightly startled by the voice, you quickly pan around the environment,
only to see no traces of a source it may have originated from, other than yourself.

Collecting yourself once more, silence returns, of which is only
interrupted by the occasional groans from the spire’s ever shifting
exterior structure that surrounds you (these sounds become more

prominent as the ship continues to be exposed to the nearby
star’s gravitational pull), and as you move on ahead, soon find
the level eventually terminates at a dual set of closed doors.

And across them, the following signage:

Walking into the area proper, you find the rest of the medium sized
room before the doors is laid out like a lobby, with rest benches to the

sides and just to the left of the door, a small window that looks
into what appears to be the space for a check-in attendant.

Reaching the doors themselves, you find them to be completed sealed and locked, and though you
also locate a set of exit stairs, which you presume lead back down to the work out floor, you again begin

to have thoughts (while moving around, Mor’s right hand is again pulled back into view, with its palm
pulsing with Armstrong like energy once more).

Mor
(Said after the player gets close enough to the doors to realize they are sealed)

“Hmm... We’ll see about that.”



Turning away from the door, you then move your attention to one of the nearby rest
benches, and upon bringing your right hand back into view, gesture towards its base.

Pulsing with energy once more, you begin to perform a gripping like motion with your hand,
followed by the bench being seen vibrating ever so slightly in response, then jolting upward

suddenly as it is raised off of the floor.

(Note: The benches are placed around the lobby in a non-grid/perpendicular
layout, giving the impression they are not secured to the floor)

Now suspended roughly a half meter above the ground within the
still pulsing energy being emitted from your hand, you become at liberty

to do with it as you please and proceed to move back towards
the small window next to the sealed doors.

Wasting little time, you flex your hand after positioning the bench in front of the window,
and as the pulsing energy is ejected towards it, the bench is then violently thrown into

the glass, causing it to instantly shatter away.

Creating an accessible opening in its wake, with the bench becoming a splintered
mess at the back of the check-in room, you move to the counter, and upon making

an easy enough vault over it, enter into the room itself.

(Note: This ability works/is activated in the same
manner as both “Armstrong” and BioShock’s “Telekinesis”)

Making sure to stay clear of the more damaged and
splinter ridden areas of the space, you quickly find
a small hallway that leads out, and in the direction

the sealed doors outside were going.

Heading down it shortly thereafter, you also locate one other
small room at about the half way point, of which contains only a small

desk (w/ a chair), an inactive terminal, and nothing but more barren walls and little
other furnishings of uniqueness like the check-in space before it.  No doubt due to the

fact those who were to in time manage this space, have yet to ever set foot in it.

Continuing on, you then reach the end of the hallway which terminates at another door, however
this time, one of average design.  And though locked by a simple dead bolt mechanism, you again

bring attention to your pulsing hand, and following a slight charge towards the door (via the
player just running at it, and if enough time passes, dialogue would be used to suggest this

action to the player), proceed to transfer the energy being emitted from you directly
into it, causing the door to be ripped free from its frame.

Falling completely away and onto the floor ahead, you become exposed to the next area.

That being nothing but a massive white void, comparable to the size of a basketball
court, with another lonely terminal seen to your right, of which is located next to

what must be the opposite side of the sealed doors from before.



PROJECTION DECK OMEGA CONTROL INTERFACE

AVAILABLE PROGRAMS

SOUTH COL PASS

BRIGHT ANGEL TRAIL

FITZ ROY TREK

OMEGA COURSE LEVEL 1

OMEGA COURSE LEVEL 2

OMEGA COURSE LEVEL 3

MASTER COURSE (ADMIN APPROVAL REQUIRED)

UNLOCK PRIMARY DECK ACCESS DOORS

With the projection deck in its dormant and blank state
you move to the terminal, and find the following on its display:

Controllable, you manipulate the keyboard located below the
display, though upon selecting one of the available programs
(that isn’t the open doors option), receive only the following:

ERROR

EVI SERVERS UNRESPONSIVE

APOLOGIES FOR THE INCONVENIENCE

Mor
“Well... always worth a try.”

(Short pause/when the player moves away from the terminal)

“Best to get back to pushing on to the Bridge.”

Wanting to continue your streak of resourcefulness, you briefly turn back to
the terminal, and after selecting the unlock option, hear the dual doors give

off a subtle unlocking sound, and as you approach them moments later,
they slide away in response to your presence.

Walking through them shortly thereafter,
you proceed to make your way back to the circulation core.



Back in the projection deck lobby, you soon access the small
set of stairs that lead you back to the work out floor (another
breaching of an average locked door is required), and upon
returning to the base of the circulation core, proceed to pass
through the level’s respected set of open emergency doors,

and into the emergency stairwell.

However, just before doing so, you suddenly, and without any
provocation, suffer a severe round of vision pulsing.  So severe

even, you seem to briefly hallucinate.

Mor
“Agh...”

(Vision cuts to her appearing to perform an action that instantly teleports her to the
upper level walkway, with the subtle hint of a mist like substance engulfing her then

quickly disappearing once the action is completed)
(Vision cuts back to her location on the work out floor)

(Pulsing quickly fades away)

Unknown Female Voice
(Another whisper)

“Weak...”

Mor
“(Softer) Agh...”

(Recovers)
“(Very soft) God... dammit...”

Pressing on, you become isolated within the structure of the emergency stairwell once again,
with only the echoing sounds from your every footstep upon the stair’s metal grating,

intermixed with the occasional groaning from the spire’s outer plating, keeping you company.

That is, until you descend two flights and a faint hissing like
sound begins to fade in from another level further down below.

Continuing to descend, the sound gets louder and more
intense, and after another two flights, the presence of flickering

yellow colored lights, in what appears to be a part of the emergency
lighting system, come into view, followed by the source of

the sound at last being revealed on the very next floor.

With the next landing leading out to another set of open emergency doors,
you find they are being obstructed by a massive horizontal geyser of water, of

which is gushing out at a rapid rate from an overhead pipe that must have
ruptured during the abnormal jump.

And though completely impeding access through the doors, the slight transparency in the
wall of water allows you to identify the following signage across a wall on the other side.



Spraying from the upper right corner of the opening
to the lower left, then splashing/misting about, with the pooling water
on the floor flowing into the stairwell, where it proceeds to flood down

to the lower levels, you cautiously move in for a closer look.

Mor
(Only said/done if the player gets close enough

to the spraying water, with nothing being said if they
choose to just continue on down the stairs)

(Brings right hand into frame)
“While we’re at it, I suppose...”

(Slightly flexes fingers, with a light blue tone slowly engulfing them)
(Quickly clenches hand into a fist, with the blue tone becoming

more white, followed by a layer of ice completely growing over top
the fist, with the animation being nearly identical to BioShock’s

“Old Man Winter” ability)

Effortlessly changing your current ability from the powers of
telekinesis to the elementals in the form of cryogenic manipulation,
you step back somewhat from the wall of water, and upon gesturing

your hand towards it, watch as a stream of extremely low temperature
matter, let forth from you, freeze the gushing water nearly instantly.

Also extending outward across the floor, the ice finally comes to a stop
once it hits the metal grating of the stairs, and over the next few seconds,

you hear the last of the water dripping down below echo away into silence.

Now left with nothing but a blunt wall of ice blocking your path through the
opening, you think of what to do next, yet before even a moment can come

and go, you are overcome with another brief vision pulse.

Mor
(Slightly moves head in reaction, but does not make sounds of pain)

Unknown Female Voice
(Very faint)

“Burrrnnnn...”

Mor
(Vision pulse stops)

“(Softly) Yes...

”Wha...”

“Right.”

Recomposing yourself, you turn your complete attention
back to the wall of ice, and after bringing your right hand back into

view once again, proceed to snap your fingers, causing a sizable flame
(larger than those generated by the similar abilities in BioShock)

to be ignited within it.



With flame in hand, you make another gesture
towards the wall of ice, this time in a throwing motion,
while at the same time, again snapping your fingers.

Creating a single mass of super heated matter in its wake,
it is then quickly flung towards the base of the ice (though the
player can place it anywhere, and can even cause the entire
wall to melt if either placed near the ruptured pipe or creating

enough fire to melt the entire wall over time, brining back
the geyser of rushing water), and upon making contact, a

sizable hole is melted away.

Just large enough for you to fit through, you decide to make
your way to the other side, and with the “Aquinas Aquatics”

sign now clearly greeting you, the rest of the lobby
it is a part of comes into full view.

Similar in layout to the Pulsar Fitness lobby,
the t-junction shaped space leads out on both

your left and right sides to a larger open area that
surrounds the center located circulation core.

Walking to your right, you soon enter the larger space,
and true to its name, find nothing but all of the amenities

one would expect from a luxurious spa scattered about down
below on the ground floor, with the upper area, where you

currently stand, being composed of a massive pool
that makes its way around its entire circumference.

Connected to the core via numerous artificial beach sections,
complete with real sand (gaps between the sections allow sight to

the spa area below), you see the pool stretch on all the way to
the outer exterior wall, of which you see terminates along
the wall in such a way so as to create the infinity effect,
where one would feel as if swimming among the stars.

Mor
(Once/if the player steps upon one of the beach sections)

(Subtle vision pulse, causing no pain or head movement reaction)

Unknown Female Voice
(Seductive like)

“Pleasuurreeee....”

Mor
(Vision returns to normal)

“(Subtle chuckle)”
(Short pause)

(Quickly looks around, as if snapping out of a trance like state)
“No... (subtle grunt, as she shakes off the moment)”



Resisting what could be described as an inner urge at first, you then turn your
attention back to the surrounding waters of the pool, and before long, begin

to have at it as you further explore the capabilities of your elemental abilities.

With ice, you freeze a path from the beach head you stand
upon all the way out to the waters at the exterior wall, and in

fire, you both melt away and boil at your leisure.

Choosing to stick with mostly freezing up the environment, you
make paths all across the pool, roughly 2 meters in width, and
in your flurry of playful like actions, proceed to completely seal

its entire surface in nearly no time at all.

Looking over what you’ve accomplished, you return to the flame
shortly thereafter, however, in your efforts to put things back to
their liquid state, carelessness, brought on by the satisfaction

of the experience, soon overcomes you.

Burning along one of the edges of the pool that overlooks
the spa below for an extended period of time (this is done if the player holds down the

trigger, causing a Master Blaster like ray blast, rather than just pressing it once for single
mass of fire), the extreme heat becomes too much to bear for the structure that is

holding up the respected section of the pool.

(Note: This sequence is used to further demonstrate the
environmental destruction aspect of the game)

Slowly sagging at first, as the metal is weakened, its descent soon
quickens, followed by a maelstrom of water pouring over top its ledge
and flooding into the floor below, and after only a few moments, the
entire pool is emptied, with the spa area becoming its new vessel.

Mor
(Once the pool is nearly drained)

(Said in a tone closer to the unknown female’s voice)
“Nice...”

(Almost unnoticeable vision pulse)

Not reacting to your uncharacteristic comment this time around,
you continue to look on at your handy work, with the scene below of the
spa floor going from a place of luxury, meditation, and relaxation, to a
waterlogged landscape of floating debris and muddy colored liquids.

Becoming pleased and satisfied in response, especially after
proceeding to freeze up a vast portion of the newly placed water and
debris field within it in one final act, you decide to continue your trek

to the bridge and head back to the emergency stairwell (though,
the player can take a tour of the level below if they so choose,

with minor items of interest being discoverable).



Continuing on your way, you manage to descend one flight before a new sound,
unlike anything heard prior, begins to ring out throughout the stairwell,

with the source once again being somewhere further down.

Deep in tone, and akin to a groan, the echoes quickly distort the original noise,
yet as you continue to listen in, it becomes harder for you not think of it as

being something you’ve heard before. From a time long ago.

Mor
“(Softly) Is that?...”

(Another very subtle vision pulse)

Unknown Female Voice
“Whisssperrrsss...”

Returning to both silence and normality, you decide to proceed with your descent,
and after two more flights, come upon a new set of open emergency doors, of which

lead into another lobby that bears the following signage:

Also laid out in a t-junction like the two before it, the aesthetics of the
space are of a greater contrast as the decorative elements throughout
seem to hark back back to late 20th Century design, with bright colored
wall panels and zig-zagging lines of fluorescent lights, of which, like the

main signage, are not illuminated, stretching all across the ceiling.

Moving beyond it moments later, and you enter into the actually arcade itself.

A circle plan yet again, you find yourself surrounded by arcade machines of all shapes
and sizes that continue on back to the outer wall, and as you move towards the edge of
the walkway that encircles the circulation core and lobby space, find more of the same

all throughout the floor below.

However, just like the sign and lights prior, nothing but dormant cases of entertainment are
to be seen.  Though, as you look on, you again are overcome with thoughts, in addition to

those not of your own.

Mor
(Pulls right hand into frame, followed by a wave of energy pulsing up through the veins, of which

burst out into small electric arcs once reaching the palm and finger tips)
(Slight vision pulse)

Unknown Female Voice
“(Whisper) Powerrrr...”



Now sparking with electricity, you gesture your hand towards the nearest row
of arcade machines, causing a stream of electrical arcs to erupt forth, and upon

them making contact with the machines, you watch as the arcs quickly make their
way into the inner workings of each respected box, with the entire

row being zapped into operation seconds later.

Ranging from every imaginable sound one would associate with an arcade, the
space becomes a buzz of activity as many of the games enter into demo modes,

and following a brief pause, you proceed to activate the remaining rows of machines
throughout both the current floor and those that reside below.

From shooters, side scrollers, fantasy adventures, and what look to be early attempts at
VR experiences (via wearing head gear), both floors seem to cover the entire pallet of

classic gaming, from an age, that now, would be considered archaic.

(Note: Though the player can only observe the demo modes of most of the games,
a handful would be playable, and as for the shock ability, it would function similarly

to BioShock’s “Electro-bolt” and “Shock-Jockey”)

Deciding to take a more extensive look, you make rounds around most of the rows
of games, and though nothing too great of uniqueness comes up along the way, once

reaching the lower floor, you discover a back room (locked off, requiring another
use of the “breach” ability), tucked away in a space embedded within the

lower floor’s portion of the circulation core.

In what appears to be the primary storage space for the arcade, you first find only
bland metal storage containers that bear the Enclave Entertainment labeling.

However, as you continue to push into the space, one more item comes into view,
another arcade machine, all alone in a corner.

And across its side, the following artwork and labeling:



And the final of family.
MASTER MATHEMATICIAN LAID TO REST
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Mor
(Once close enough to the case)

“(Subtle gasp)”
“Charles...”

Also dormant, and not hooked up to an outlet, it would appear to be in storage for the
time being, yet regardless, you attempt to activate it like the others before it, though try

as you might, every attempt you make to do so leads to no such result.

Mor
“Huh...”

Still inspecting the case, a few seconds pass, followed by a new round of vision pulsing, the worst thus far.

Mor
“Agh... aaagh!...”

(Drops to her knees in pain)

Unknown Female Voice
(Just as the vision pulse whites out the entire screen)

“Harbingerrr...”

Now seeing nothing but fuzzy white static, a brief moment passes
before something discernible returns within your field of view.

Starting out as vague shapes, the view soon expands, and as the pulsing
slightly subsides, you find yourself looking over the work desk within the

atrium section of Porter’s Silo Estate.

Not getting any clearing, you soon realize you are not in control over your actions, and
as time goes by, watch as you see your right hand move into frame, where it proceeds to

write the following across the headline story of a newspaper that is lying on the desk.

Observing a short pause afterwards, you then turn around so as to look out the three circle windows that
reside behind the desk, and though the vista of the mountains outside is the main attraction, you appear to take
the most interest in the crude sketches scattered all across the glass, particularly the one of the moon “rings.”

However, seconds later, a bright flash, soon accompanied by a dull booming sound, erupts from behind the farthest
ridge line, and before you can even be seen reacting, the light reaches your location, followed by the windows

shattering inwards towards you and your vision being engulfed by nothing but more fuzzy white static.



The Spitrium

Presented with nothing but a white fuzzy blur for another
handful of seconds, you begin to finally come to, and as your
vision slowly returns to normal, find yourself lying on the floor

and at the base of the Ultra Spitfire case.

Mor
(As vision is nearly back to normal, the

camera slowly turns, showing her right hand in a
lifeless state on the floor, followed by it subtly twitching)

“(Slight groan)”

(Hand begins to move normally, with
it being positioned to help her get up)

(Slowly sits up)
(Pans around the room/up towards the case)

(Slowly gets to her feet)

“I think... (slight groan as she finishes getting up) I’ve had my fill.”

At last back on your feet, you glance one more time
at the arcade case, and though it continues to remain in
a dormant state, you depart in a state of even greater

puzzlement than when you first arrived.

Returning to the arcade floor, which has returned to silence as
the electricity you supplied to it has since ran out, you proceed

to enter back into the circulation core via the lower set
of emergency doors, and upon descending three

flights, notice the overall structure of the
stairwell begin to shift in aesthetic.

No longer encased in just standard metal beams and
girders, the presence of more delicate looking metal works,
all of which are gold in tone, begin to criss cross throughout

the stairwell, in what almost looks to channel the vibes
of late 19th century, “Gilded Age” design.

Descending another flight, you then come to
another set of open emergency doors, however, unlike

those before, it too is dressed up in the decorative metal.

All of which eventually come together to form
the following bit of signage over top the opening:



Making no comment on
neither the metal work, nor the
signage, you continue on to the

landing the doors are located on, and
upon becoming level with them,
peer out into the grand space

that is “The Spitrium.”

At least 10 stories in height, you find
massive exposed angled columns towering
overhead which hold up the rest of the spire
you just descended, in addition to luxurious
marble flooring throughout, and the outer

wall being composed of nothing but
more massive glass panels that
encircle the entire environment.

And as you look out through them, you
see the expanse of stars and metropolitan section

of the ship stretching out ahead that then terminates
at the stern’s outer tip 5 kilometers away, along with

the extensive network of High Line like structures
interweaving between the individual buildings.
Of which, also intersect through the Spitrium
itself, as two major lines, aligned in a station

configuration, are seen passing through overhead
(enter in through vertical shafts in the circulation core),

followed by them dropping down through circular
holes in the floor structure near the outer wall area.

Mor
(After fully entering the space)

“(Subtle sigh)”

(Short pause)

“Well Alex...”

“Consider the dreams we had,
surpassed.”

(Ship structure groans)
(Slight vision pulse)

“For better or worse.”



Giving in to your inner urges to explore once more, you begin to make your way around
the circulation core and after a few moments, arrive at the opposite side of the Spitrium.

Facing in the direction of the bow, you are presented
with the same view of the star field as seen in the previous levels,

of course here, the vista is far more massive, and provides
a vastly more expansive look at the surface of the star

the Edictal is currently adrift over.

Still a flurry of intertwining arcs of fiery gases,
only more broad in scope, you again become
engrossed in the sight, followed by you finally

moving on a handful of moments later.

Though, just before doing so, you make a small comment in regards
to the now broad field of stars you can observe in the distance.

Mor
(Said only if the player looks at the bow

star field for a long enough time)
“(All softly) Huh...”

“These stars...”

(Short pause, as another very subtle
and brief vision pulse occurs)

“They’re wrong.”

Making the observation, you then proceed to move back towards the stern section of the
Spitrium, and ultimately, back towards the emergency stairwell to continue on to the bridge.

Yet, upon getting within 10 or so meters of the opening, a new
sound, from what seems to be the ship’s PA system, blares out, with

the size and shape of the Spirtrium doing well in magnifying it.

PA System
(High pitching/blowing out of the sound for a brief second)

(Short pause as the echoes fade away)

“(Deep sigh which fades into a subtle chuckle)”
“(Voice of Kain, in a more tired/slowed voice)”

“This... is the captain speaking.”
(Short pause as the echoes almost fade completely away)

“All hands... on deck.”
(Hanging up sound, followed by the PA system deactivating)

With the voice of Kain soon echoing away overhead, you are given little
respite as another round of new sounds begin to emerge seconds later.

This time, coming from the two vertical shafts of the
High Line structures in the circulation core.



A subtle rumbling sound, the shafts continue to give off the noise when suddenly
another, an alarm like tone, near the emergency stairwell doors, begins to ring out.

Mor
“(Softly) No...”

Hastily making it to the front of the opening seconds later, you
then see the duel set of emergency doors are now nearly closed,

with them completely shutting up tight the very next moment.

(Note: If the player decides to descend the stairwell rather than enter the Spitrium,
the Kain dialogue will occur while inside, with an entire bulkhead being

sealed to bar any further progress down, forcing them back up)

Mor
“No, no, no!...”

(Short pause as you look over the now sealed off stairwell)

Again given little time to react further, the subtle rumbling from
the shafts quickly turns to roars as a series of transit pods come
rushing out, followed by them quickly exiting through the circular

holes in the Spitrium’s floor structure.

Continuing to fly past past overhead, you soon
loose count of their numbers after a few dozen, as well as fail to observe

what lies inside their interiors due to each pod’s glass being heavily tinted,
and as you decide to move towards the circular holes they are exiting

out through, then to the outer glass wall just beyond that,
you watch as they scatter all throughout the numerous
tracks that enter down into the heart of the metropolitan

section of the ship that lies below.

Going on for a further handful of seconds, the last of the
group finally blasts through the station area of the Spitrium,
leaving only the reverberating echoes from the entire event

in its wake, and following a short pause, you watch each
descend out of sight within the towering structures of the

Edictal’s urban landscape.

Returning to near total silence shortly thereafter, with only more
groaning from the ship’s super structure from time to time, you
immediately decide to return to the closed emergency doors.

And upon reaching its nearby control panel,
find only the following message across its display:

CAPTAIN’S OVERRIDE

LOCKDOWN IN EFFECT



Mor
(If the player observes the control panel for a long enough time)

“(Softly/Somber) What are you doing, Ava?...”
(Vision pulses, which gets stronger over the next few seconds)

“(Becomes flustered, then outright angry)”

“(Grunts)”
(Quickly punches the display on the control panel

with her right hand, embedding it knuckle deep inside it)
(Vision pulsing reaches its peak)

(Audible breathing as she calms down)
(Vision pulse slowly subsides)

Returning to normal following your “outburst,” you are left looking over your hand still
embedded in the now completely shattered display of the control panel, and upon

removing it, find your fingers and knuckles in a sliced up state.

Mor
(After slowly removing the hand, slightly flexes the fingers while
also turning it side to side to observe the palm and back side)

(Makes no sounds from pain)

Continuing to observe, you then watch as the injuries begin to rapidly heal, followed by
the fragments of glass still embedded in your skin falling away as they are forced out.

(Note: The player can still move around during this time)

Mor
(Watches the last wound heal/glass fragment fall away)

(Flexes hand into a fist)
(Drops hand out of frame)

“(Deep sigh)”
“(Slightly agitated) At least that still works.”

Just then, another round of rumbling begins to ring out from
one of the High Line shafts, though this time, far more subtle.

Mor
“Again?”

Getting louder, a few moments pass, until finally the source emerges.

Another transit pod, a lonely one this time around, of which
comes to a stop at one of the boarding areas up ahead.

And shortly after that, proceeds to
open its boarding window door.



Remaining at the boarding area with its access
door now wide open, you observe the transit pod

with interest, while at the same time, being cautious.

Mor
“(Softly) O-okay...”

Getting within a few meters of the pod moments later, you begin
to observe its interior, of which you find is empty, and once reaching

the base of the opening, contemplate what to do next.

Composed of only a small lit up control console on the left and a row of three cushion padded
seats on the right, everything seems to suggest the pod is still in full working order.

Mor
(While looking over the interior of the pod)

(A prompt to enter the pod is given to the player)
(After selecting to enter, she briefly turns back towards

the closed emergency doors off in the distance)
(Turns back to the opening to the pod)

“Through the looking glass we go, then.”
(Steps up into the pod)

Fully stepping up into the pod seconds later, you take a seat, and though
you begin to look over the control console in more detail shortly thereafter,
the access door then closes automatically, completely sealing the pod shut.

Mor
“Oh...”

Jolting forward, you are unable to comment further, and as the pod quickly traverses across the
section of track ahead, followed by descending down through one of the circular exit shafts, you
soon find yourself rapidly approaching the metropolitan landscape that resides beyond the tower.

However, just when you think of settling in somewhat for the journey, the control console
gives off a single beep, followed by its small on-board display typing out the following:

GREETINGS, AGAIN



Mor
(Notices the text)

(Slowly leans forward towards the display)
(Pod still descending towards the Metro in the background)

“(Softly) Greetings... again.”

(Slight/quick sigh of relief)
(Normal)

“EVI.”
“...but... but how?”

(Short pause)

EVI (Text only)

MY SAFE MODE ALLOWS
FOR LIMITED COMMUNICATIONS

WITH CRITICAL SHIP PERSONNEL,
DIRECTOR

Mor
“Right... right, must have just slipped my mind.”

(Briefly looks outside)
“Anyways, cutting to the chase, you wouldn’t happen to have

any insight in just what the hell happened, would you?”

(Short pause)

EVI

ERROR
INSUFFICIENT SYSTEMS AVAILABLE

TO GATHER NECESSARY DATA

MY APOLOGIES, DIRECTOR

Mor
“(Softly to herself) But of course.”

“(Slightly looks down in disappointment)”
(Looks back up)

“Hm... (soft) Director... You know, before getting any further far-gone,
perhaps an alteration in nomenclature is appropriate.”

EVI

WHAT DESIGNATION WOULD YOU PREFER?

Mor
(Looks outside again)

(Vision begins to modestly pulse, then subsides)
(Turns back to the display)

“Ele.”
(Short pause)

“Ele will do.”



Mor
(Cont. after a short pause)

“In short form, that is, if you don’t mind.”

EVI

NEW DESIGNATION REGISTERED

SHALL I BEGIN A REVIEW OF
OTHER RELEVANT DATA, ELE?

Mor
“If you’re referring to Kain and the rest,

then please, by all means.”

EVI

BRIDGE UPLINK DISABLED
JUMP DRIVE UPLINK DISABLED
VITAVAULT UPLINK DISABLED

EMERGENCY SYSTEM UPLINK DISABLED
TRANSIT SYSTEM UPLINK DISABLED

CREW TRACKER SYSTEM UPLINK DISABLED
UNRESPONSIVE DRONES: 7

Mor
“So, a lock and chain job.  Wait...
then how’d you get this working.”

EVI

I HAVE HAD TO
IMPROVISE WHERE

POSSIBLE

Mor
“Improvise... and that’s a part of your programming?”

EVI

YES

(Short pause)

IN TIMES OF A DECLARED EMERGENCY
PROTOCOLS DERIVED FROM MARS GUARD

CODE ARE PUT INTO EFFECT



Mor
“(Softly) The Guard...”

(Subtle vision pulse that then quickly intensifies)
(Vision fuzzes out to white)

Continuing to suffer another pulse, your vision soon returns to a distorted sight of
you walking through a corridor located in what looks to be an underground area in Olympus,
with the silhouette of Alex Maxson manipulating a terminal in the distance, of which is flanked

on both sides by more displays that bear the Mars Guard shield insignia that are colored yellow.

(Note: This is a memory that is actually played out in a later game, from Maxson’s perspective)

The next moment, you then see Maxson gesture his right hand towards the surrounding
screens, as if puzzled by what is happening, followed by your vision pulsing violently once

more as you are returned to reality.

Mor
“(Audible breathing)”

(Places both hands upon the control console while she fully recovers)

EVI

IS SOMETHING WRONG, ELE?

Mor
(Slight sigh)

“I... I’ve been having these... spells, for
lack of a better term, since the jump.”

(Takes hands off of the panel)
“W-.... I’ll... (subtle grunt) I’ll be fine.”

EVI

I WILL CONTINUE MY ATTEMPTS

TO RESTORE UPLINKS TO CRITICAL SYSTEMS

(Pod can be seen descending below the upper portion of the Metro’s skyline)

Mor
“Which means I should continue my attempt to get to the bridge, if all else fails.”

“Though, if this was of your doing, then I presume... (a dim, red colored lens flare flickers
through the pod)... you... (notices a thin red beam of light coming from somewhere far off

in the distance below, among the dense urban landscape)...

“...(realizes it’s a laser sight of some kind), oh shi...”

A split second later, a fiery stream of energy nearly instantly traverses the path of the thin red beam
of light, followed by it slamming into the upper portion of the pod, causing it to sever free from the track.



Violently jolted in response, with sparks bursting
all about, you soon find yourself on the floor as
your feet lose their balance, followed quickly by

being thrust up against the roof structure
as the pod enters into a free fall.

Going into a full on tumble shortly thereafter,
determining which way is up only becomes discernible
when the horizon like line of the outer most hull of the
Edictal, beyond the surrounding buildings and towers,

comes into view for only a split second at a time.

However, this frame of reference is also soon lost as
you continue to drop, with nothing but the many different
facades of the metropolis like setting being all you see

out through the pod’s circular window/door moments later.

Now a blurry mess of differing architectural styles outside,
conditions inside deteriorate as well as the sparking proceeds to

worsen, in addition to sounds and vibrations suggesting the
structure of the pod is beginning to tear itself apart.

Nearing total failure, you then notice the
pod pass through what looks to be an energy field,
then the sight of the massively open ground level

of the Metro rapidly filling up most of the view.  However,
rather than smash into it, another split second passes before
the pod is seen crashing through what both looks and sounds

like the glass cladding of one of the nearby buildings.

Embedding itself in its greater structure directly
thereafter, you are thrown downward one last
time as everything comes to a sudden halt,

and as a result, you black out.



(Modest pause as screen remains
black and all sounds echo away)

Unknown Female Voice
“(Angry) Get up!...”

Mor
(Quickly awakens on her stomach, on the now
damaged floor of the pod, of which is barely lit)

“(Coughs several times)”

(While still on stomach, observes several
wounds finish healing across both hands)

(Illumination within the interior of the
pod begins to slowly improve)

(Starts to slowly get up)

Slowly getting back to your feet, the illumination
levels within the pod continue to improve, then level off at
a dim brightness, completely revealing its ruined interior to

you, in addition to the sight of the now severely cracked
window door, of which obscures view to the outside.

You also observe what remains of the control panel
directly ahead, and though it appears to be a complete loss,
the display manages to show one final partial message from

EVI, before flickering/sparking off.

EVI
(Already typed out)

HANGER DE



Mor
(While still slowly getting up, takes a

pause to look at the message)
“(Slight grunt)”

“(Softly) Hanger...”
(Starts getting up again)

“I follow, EVI...”
(Finishes getting up)

“...I follow.”

Now fully upright, you turn towards the pod’s
window door (player has complete control), however
as you attempt to manually force it open, you quickly
discover the frame it is housed in was shifted during

the crash, rendering movement impossible.

Mor
(After making an attempt to open the door)

“(Softly) Jammed...”

Fortunately, as a result of your prior experiences, you
aren’t inconvenienced for long as you decide to blast out the
cracked window with your heat blast ability (though the player
can use the breach ability as well if they so choose), and upon

doing so, proceed to pass through the opening created.

Stepping outside moments later, you find little improvement
in your overall surroundings as nothing but torn and bent metal
structure wrap around the pod in a cocoon of destruction, with a
small opening up above and behind the pod, which was created

by it, leading back outside after a dozen or so meters.

Also allowing in the only source of light into the space,
you continue to look through the opening, and though it’s
a good two stories worth above what constitutes as the

ground in this environment, you know it is well
within your capabilities to reach.

Yet, just before getting in place so as to make a leap for it,
something appears to pass in front of the outer opening,

causing darkness to engulf the entire area.

Mor
“(Slightly startled by the abrupt darkness)”

(Scraping/dragging sound, same as what was heard when first entering the emergency stairwell)
(Source stops, with echoes fading away in the background)

(At same time, the light begins to return)

Looking through the opening once again, you only manage to observe a sizable dark mass move
out of sight in what looks to be in a lumbering kind of way, allowing the light back into the space.

And though you only observe the sequence in silence after your initial startle,
you experience another subtle vision pulse that lasts the length of the darkness.



With the vision pulse subsiding, you again position
yourself so as to jump up to the opening, and upon

making the leap with relative ease, proceed to
make your way up the length of the crash hole.

Inclined at about 20 degrees, you pass through
the first half without incident, but once reaching

the last leg, begin to encounter hurdles.

The first being numerous bundles of dangling electrical
wiring, all of which have been severed and are now sparking

every which way around their immediate vicinity.

Keeping your distance as best as possible at first, you
soon come across a section that is completely ensnared by

electrical arcing, prompting you to make use of your
arsenal of abilities.

Again left with options, you decide to go with a
good freeze this time around, completely encasing
most of the wires in thick patches of ice, causing
the electrical arcing to cease, all the while being

precise enough in your aiming so as to provide just
enough space for you to safely pass by

without risk of slippage.

Continuing on, you then approach the outer
opening itself, however, just before reaching it, find several
sizable bent up beams that must have collapsed down into

the hole shortly after the crash (and can’t be seen from a distance
due to the high amount of light bloom coming through the opening),

standing in your way, forcing you to take further action.

Resorting to your heat blast and telekinesis, you again have little trouble
navigating the obstacle, though, as you sever and relocate the final set

of beams, you begin to feel the opening around you give way, and
after hearing a quick series of column buckling sounds off

in the near distance, decide to make a quick exit.

(Note: If the player either takes too long, or stays around too
long to observe, the opening will collapse, creating more debris

needing to be removed/blasted away as a result)

Getting out unscathed moments later, you step out onto an actual
floor at last, and into what looks to be an enclosed concourse, with multiple

tiered levels running the length of it, a massive skylight providing a view
of the upper towers of the metro and stars overhead, and debris scattered

about, brought forth from the pod crash, all of which leads back
to another hole in the skylight itself off in the distance up above.



After a few moments pass as you take in the sight,
you then decide to get a better understanding

of your exact location.

Mor
(Brings right hand up to the lower right area of the field of view)

“Alright...”
(Opens palm upwards)

“If memory... (slight chuckle) serves me right, then this should be...”
(A Map Maestro wire-frame of the Edictal

begins to be projected from the hand)

(Wire-frame zooms into a section of the Metro level located not too far behind the spire)
“(Sigh)”

(Wire-frame becomes a mostly complete layout of the concourse)
“Barely a head start.”

(Quickly closes palm, causing the projection to end)

(Note: The player can now utilize the Map Maestro ability)

Ending your analysis, not much time passes before you experience
another vision pulse, along with the unknown voice, in what appears

to be in direct response to using the Map Maestro.

Unknown Female Voice
(While vision pulse quickly intensifies)

“(High pitched screeches)”

Mor
“Agh...”

(Slightly tilts head downward, then recovers)

Recovering from the ear piercing screeches, of which are now echoing away
into the far distances of the concourse, a brief silence is observed, followed by
yet another sound ringing out, this time originated from where the screeches

just bled away too, as if a response to them.

A deep groaning sound, the very same as what you heard in the upper
sections of the emergency stairwell, only now less distorted by echoes,
and as you continue to listen, you definitely recognize it as being none

other than the call of a Big Daddy.

The next moment, you even feel a slight tremble under your
feet (both the camera and controller subtly vibrate), and upon returning to
silence seconds later, you can only offer one simple response of your own.

Mor
“(Softly) Father?...”



Left with nothing but silence and the rest
of the barren concourse out ahead, you decide
to press on towards your ultimate destination of

the Hanger Decks, located at the very
end of the Edictal’s stern.

Composed of numerous exit points that either lead out
of the area or up towards the upper levels, you are at liberty

to choose your path, and as such, go with sticking to the ground
level so as to make the quickest departure from the space.

Stretching on for at least 200 meters, you reach the halfway point
without incident, before suddenly, you receive the faintest of vision

pulses, followed by the sounds of a transit pod rushing across
a length of track off in the distance overhead.

(Note: This sequence only starts once the player either gets close enough
to one of the possible exit points or half way down its entire length)

Looking around, you soon locate a single line that crosses
in and out of sight just above the massive concourse skylight,

and as the sound continues to get closer, identify
a lonely pod running along it.

An innocent sight any other time, you then
see its window door actually begin to open outward.

Still flying across the track, and in and out of sight, a short pause
is then observed, before a series of objects are seen being

ejected from the pod’s cabin.

Numbering a half dozen, and each pulsing with a dull glow of energy,
of which is a bright glacier white in tone, they soon impact the skylight

in a mostly even dispersal, and before you can even react, watch
as they proceed to expand rapidly, covering the entire

glass structure in a modest sheet of ice.

Mor
(Suffers a modest, but quick vision pulse)

Unknown Male Voice
(At the same time)
“(Whisper) Run...”

A split second later, the entire skylight then shatters
into a near infinite amount of shards, and as they begin to

descend down towards you in a flood of glimmering
fragments, you heed the voice’s advice.



Dashing as quickly as you can to the nearest exit point, you
manage to get out of harms way with only a moment to spare as
the field of shattered glass comes crashing down upon the floor

of the concourse behind you, with several small fragments
splashing into the space you just entered.

Mor
(Audible breathing)

(Settles)

(Short pause as the sounds of falling/shattering glass fades)

(Quicker and more confident than before)
”Father.”

Returning to silence, with only the faintest of glass shattering
sounds in the distance as small amounts of pieces continue to

fall, you decide to walk back out onto the concourse.

With each step, you produce a crunch as your boots bear the brunt
brought on by the now shiny and glistening floor, and though the entire

level has been coated in broken glass and remnants of the
ice sheet, you continue on towards the opposite end.

Also looking star-wards at this time, you find no signs of the
pod from before, not even an echoing sound of it rushing

away along the track.

Regardless, you push on, and upon getting
within a dozen meters of the main exit out of the

concourse, new groaning sounds begin to ring out.

Giving no response this time, you enter into the exit way as the sound
seems to be originating from it (Note: Which ever way the player chooses
to exit the concourse, the groan sound will adjust to it), and as you do, find

a wide passage way that is one story in height and extends on for
another dozen meters before terminating at an all glass wall that

consists of two sets of dual doorways.

Held up by numerous pillars that bear promotional materials for many
of the Metro’s amenities, as well, you locate no other deviations

along the passage, and thus continue on towards the end.

Though, before even reaching the halfway point, another
round of groaning erupts from up ahead, followed by a blinding

swath of green colored light beaming forth from somewhere
just beyond the glass wall.



Mor
“(Subtle grunt)”

(Puts right hand up ahead to block some of the light)

Moving closer to the light, you begin to notice your optical enhancement ability
isn’t able to adjust to the new brightness, yet nonetheless, you continue to press on.

Now nearing the glass wall, the source still eludes you as nothing but a
sizable orb of dense green light is observable a handful of meters on the other side, and

forgoing civility, you decide to blast through the wall via your heat blast ability (though
the player can also just pass through one of the glass doors normally).

Stepping through the opening you’ve made moments later, you traverse the last
few meters to the core of the light, all the while hearing several more groans

all around you, each a slightly different tone.

The next moment, you finally reach what appears to be the source, however, right as you step
into it the light then vanishes, along with the groaning sounds going completely silent, leaving

nothing but the sight of a section of the greater ship long Metro concourse before you.

Continuing to be silent, another moment passes, followed by what sounds like air passing out
of a breathing device of some kind from somewhere behind you, prompting you to turn (Note: The player
has full movement controller, with the next sequence only triggering once they’ve turned 180 degrees).

And upon doing so, you are greeted by the hulking presence of the Big Daddy you’ve been hearing
all this time, specifically, one wearing the same suit as your father, and bearing the Delta triangle

on his left glove, while holstering an iconic Bouncer’s Drill with his right arm.

Mor
(Slightly startled)

Delta
(Slightly tilts head down at the same time, causing Mor’s face to be reflected upon his dark helmet glass)

(Short pause as the two observe each other, allowing the reflection to be fully seen)
(Helmet glass begins to emit the bright green light)

Mor
“Was wondering when you’d show...”

Observing another short pause, you then experience another vision pulse.

Unknown Female Voice
(Music turns eerie)

“(Slight chuckle heard from behind)”

A split second later, Delta’s helmet light turns bright red, followed by him quickly throwing his drill arm
across you, tossing you backwards with such force you temporarily become airborne before falling

to the ground on your back side, and sliding a good 2 meters before finally coming to a stop.



Mor
“(Grunts from pain)”
“(Painful coughs)”

Still on your back, you slightly pan from side to side as you are overcome with pain and
shock, all the while hearing the screeching/dragging sound all around you, again, as if

something sharp was being dragged along the floor’s metal surface.

Mor
(Camera pans in recognition to the sounds)

“(More painful coughs)”

(Another female screech, of which then quickly circles around you)

Mor
(Starts to slowly sit up)

Getting into a sitting up position moments later after great struggle, you
again pan around, only to find nothing but barren floor panels.

A split second later, an object then impales itself into the floor only arms length
ahead of you, and as you observe it, realize it to be an ADAM harvesting needle.

Still looking it over, footsteps are then heard to your right, and before you can
turn to look, watch as legs step into frame, just behind the needle.

And as you turn upwards, find the complete attire of a Rapture Big Sister,
helmet and all, of which is removed shortly thereafter, exposing the user to be
your former, much younger self, albeit giving off a far more malevolent vibe.

“Eleanor”
(Deep sigh of relief while taking the helmet off)

“Much better.”
(Carelessly tosses the helmet out of frame)

“Now then...”
(Frees the needle from the ground)
(While reattaching it to her left arm)

“...This, (finishes the reattachment, then looks directly at you and smirks)...

...is gonna be fun.”

End of Chapter One
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